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This paper is the statement meant in the ANSI Patent Policy as set forth in the ANSI "Procedures for the Development and Coordination of American National Standards."

It is the notice that a proposal may require the use of patented inventions and is the statement from the patent holder regarding his licensing policy.

Xircom, Inc. owns patents and has filed patent applications in the area of wireless data communications. Xircom is not presently aware of whether its patents are such that would block or prevent use of the Xircom proposals for the IEEE P802.11 standard.

However, to the extent that it proves necessary to use Xircom's patents in order to comply with the Xircom standard proposals, if adopted, Xircom will license those patents on commercially reasonable terms to permit compliance on a non-discriminatory basis.

Xircom otherwise reserves all rights under its patents and does not by this statement agree to license any patents where the proposed standard may be followed without necessarily infringing such patents.